
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of designer analyst. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for designer analyst

Develop, implement and analyze system reports identifying trends and
opportunities for operational improvements
Define test scenarios based on requirements
Prepare/pre-flight artwork insuring all files are technically accurate and print
ready
Communicate effectively with the other creative services team members,
clients and vendors
Work to ensure brand consistency through all materials
Assist in defining and reviewing the technical requirements for the
application, including security, integration, performance, quality, and
operations requirements Design individual technology components of the
application development, execution, or operations architecture
Work with other designers and the Technical Architect to make sure that the
architecture components interact to fulfill the requirements and meet
performance goals
Develop application prototype and conduct conference room pilot to
evaluate solution options Confirm the completeness and consistency of the
design deliverables
Resolve any inconsistencies discovered Inform the Technical Architect and
Project Manager of any issues that may affect any other project areas
Participate in quality management reviews as outlined in the Quality
Management practice to ensure adherence to all quality management plans
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Qualifications for designer analyst

Technical hands-on expertise using OLAP tool Business Objects
Working Knowledge of OLAP Tools Business Objects Designer, Supervisor,
Desktop Intelligence, Web-Intelligence, Info View, Broadcast Agent, CMC
Performance Management, Report Conversion tool and Import Wizard
Proficient knowledge on BO XI Architecture and new features
Expertise in Universe designing, developing and generating complex, Adhoc,
dashboard Reports, Business views, List of values along with User Acceptance
Test and data accuracy Test
Extensive use Business Objects reporting functionalities such as Master
Detailed, Slice and Dice, Drilling methodology, Filters, Ranking, Sections,
Graphs and Breaks
Must be an expert at building and supporting OLAP tools such as Tableau,
Qlikview, Cognos, Business Objects (SAP) Reporting


